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ABSTRACT 

The thermal conductivity of rice straw and guinea com stalk was determined 

experimentally using line heat source technique. The line heat source technique 

apparatus consist of two parts. Firstly the electrical circuit which includes a 

copper/Constantine thermocouple with hot and cold junction. a millivoltmeter, a 24 

guage nichrome resistance wire with resistance of 43 ohms and 8cm long. a 12 volt d.c 

supply. switch. ammeter and rheostat. The second part is the housing unit which protects 

the tested material from environml!ntal intluence. This consists of a square ply \vond hnx. 

At the inner side of the box are two wooden detachable battens 10cm Ihed to each ends 

of the two adjustable screwing bolts to enabh: a tight grip. The working condition of the 

apparatus was tl!sh:d on white potatoes and pl!ekd unripl.:d plantain. The results 

corresponded with \"alul.:s obtainl!d from literature. Thl! I.:xperiment \\as rl.:plicatcd thrcl.: 

times for rice straw to produce a mean thermal conducti\'ity of 0.1337 w/m"e and ml!an 

moistun: contl!nt of 21.8% while guinea com stalk was replicatl.:d two tim!.! to producl! a 

tl1l.!an th!.!rmal ~oI1Jucti\'ity of O.15S3 Win'\.; and Illl.!an I1wisturl.: (lll1tl.!nt of 22.72%. 

:\nother valul! II.)r the thermal conducti\'ity of a single sampk of guinl!a com stalk at 

dift~rcnt moisture content to produce a rncan thermal conducti\'ity of 0.1598 w/mlle and 

mean moisture content of 25.09%,. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 

Nature of Problem 

Agricultural products, finished, unfinished, w'aste material or consumable 

have specific useful prope11ies if well exploiiCd to the benefits of man. 

Agricultural waste have been under exploited us per tIle versalihty of their uses or 

functions. 

For total exploitation of agricultural products. A knowledge of their 

thermal characteristics such as specific h~at, thermal conductivity, thermal 

diffusivity surface conductance, emissivity as wdl as physical characteristics as 

density, shape and Size are essential for the d~;ign of any equipment for 

predicting or mCJsurement of thermal c(lnduci.i\iity or Agri~ultUl;d products. 

Research work have shown that thermal pwpei1it~s solid grains is related 

to drying and storage (Storage tim.::; and structures) (Kazarian and Hall 1965 otten 

et al 1980). From the foregoing there is an obvious evidence that in the design and 

analysis of numerous machine process and systems involving he~t treatment of 

Agricultural products. The need for thernlal conductivity value i.; not only a 

necessity but a means to an end (Onuachu A.C. 199~~,). 



I 

There is urgent a need to provide the thermal conductivity of rice straw 

and guinea corn stalk. Thermal conductivity of a material can be defined as the 

amount or quantity of heat that can flow through It. This will' help especially in 

the area of waste recycling. Most of the rice straw and guinea corn stalk that litter 

around as waste can be used for productions of useful materials e.g particle board, 

insulating materials, etc. It is important to know the amount of heat that can pass 

through or amount of heat that the materials can withstand, since there are used 

for insulating material. 

Rice straw and guinea corn stalk are wry important and cheap agricultural 

waste product. This is so because rice and guinea corn are very important diet in 

Nigeria. Which makes them readily available, both have very good insulating 

properties when dried. 

It is to be noted that in this pre~ent study use was made of equipment used 

by ljabo (1984) who worked on the determination of ~hermal conductivity of corn 

cob using line heat source technique. 

1.2 Objectives and Scope of Study 

The objectives of the present include: 

1. To use line heat source technique to detelminehe thermal conductivity of 

guinea· corn stalk and rice straw. 

2 



2. To obtain experimentally the appart~nt thermal conductivity values for 

guinea corn stalk and rice straw. 

3. To evaluate the effect ofmo:stUlC: content on thermal conductivity. 

1.3 JustificMion 

Measurement of the thermal conducti\ ity of agricultural l1Jaterials have 

lagged behind thermal conductivity measurements for engineering materials due 

to inherent variability of agricultural properties, diffi~ulties in Using standard 

conductivity measurement techniques and rapid increase in the variety of the 

produce. This lagging behind has cr~atec! room for the under utihsation of 

agricultural produce compared to the innca~e utilisa-:lon of engineering materials 

such as steel, iron, copper etc. 

It is important to note that in the desib11 .:Ii' Cl lin';~ transf::r equipment and 

processes for agricultural produce. The enginccl· p'H1~~ have a "i"i,~ knowledge of 

the agricultural material, and the thermal pl"l)pl~rt:.;;s of the product.;; i!~vol"ed. But 

the engineer must also know the rate of heat trans!'i:r 1~)r et!lcient design. The rate 

depends upon the thermal conductivity of the proouc':s. 

It is known that all agricultural produce have their sea :;on of harvest. 

Which therefore does not make them readily avaihble ai1rhrolJgh the year. The 

research into tinding the thermal conductivity of nee SIraw and guinea corn stalk 

will help the growth of locally constructed storage structL<res. Agricultural waste 

3 



materials like rice straw and guinea corn stalk are also having some industrial 

uses as insulator and particle board production. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 LITERA TVRE REVIEW 

2.1 Nature ~lDd Brief Explanation of Terms 

Designing and equipment for d.:tt:l'lllining Ih~ thermal )Jroperties of bulk 

agricultural products depends on the following:-

1. Specific heat capacity 

2. Heat conductivity 

3. Temperature gradient 

4. Type of Heat Transfer Medium 

This is so because it will enhance the engineer in attaiiling or achieving 

his goal for designing and fabrication of heatin!! equiprnent or Gl::.rhine. Another 

vital factor to consider is the unsteady (transient) hent tranSl'cr in heak 2gricultural 

product is totally different from non- agri.:ultura! j),OdLlC-tS s\lch i.,::'; metals. 

2.1.1 Biot Number Or Biot Modulus (Bi) 

Biot number is a dimensionless parar..lcte:f WhICh cte~ignates some 

characteristic dimension to the material. The bot l1umoer compares the relative 

magnitude of surface convection and internal C0uouctivl1 rc<"tance to heat 

transfer. .~, 

5 
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A very low value of biot number means th2,t internal condition resistance 

is negligible in comparison with the surface convection resistance. This is turn 

implies that the temperature will nearly be uniform throughout the solid. 

Bi hi / k (1) 

h unit surface conductance 

Length of material in metres 

k Thermal conductivity 

! 

/ 
/ 

When biot Bi for bio-materials is grc8ter ihar: 0.1, di~tnbuted system 

applied either in the form of finite surface, imernal n.;~islancc or boti-, where the 

above terms retain their usual meaning (lJABO, 19~4). 

2.1.2 Thermal Diffusivity 

K 

Thermal diffusivity of a material is lhe rate at which heat. ,~. u;ffused 111 a 

~.~><'" material. It can be mathematically exprt::;scd as -

Thermal ditfusivity m2/s 

Thermal conductivity w/moc 

K 

Cp Specific heat at constant presSlIft'i/kgOc 

.P Density, kg/m3 

',. 

The larger the value of l>< , the fasler heat w~ll £{itfuse through the 

material. This may be seen by examining the quantities v"hich .nake up C>< A 

/ 6 



higher value of D< could result either from a high value of thermal 

conductivity which would indicate a rapid energy transfer rate, or from a low 

value of the thermal heat capacity Cpo A low value of the heat capacity would 

mean that less of the energy moving through th(: ,11aterial would be absorbed and 

sued to raise the temperature ,If ibe material. Thus mort: energy would be 

available for further transfer. 

2.1.3 Unit Surface Conductance 

The unit surface conductance IS also the convecion heat transfer 

coefficient. The heat transfer coefficient is sometimes called the film conductance 

because of it's relation to the conduction process in {he this stalionary layer of 

fluid at the wall surface. 

The convection heat transfer coefficient depcn\..ls on th.: visconsity of the 

fluid in addition to it's dependence on the thermal pro~el"til~S of the tluid (Thermal 

Conductivity, Specific heat, density). This is so becJJse 'visconsity intluences the 

velocity protile and, corresponding en~rgy transfer rate in tht l":gion near the 

wall. 

Q = hAA t --------------------- (3) 

Where: 

= quantity of heat Q 

H .~ = unit surface conductance 
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A = Surface area, m2 

Dt = temperature rise, °C 

2.1.4 Thermal Conductivity 

When the temperature gradient dt/dx, between two surfaces through which 

heat is tluwing is unity. The quantity or heat (q) that will now in with tune across 

unit area (A) is called the thermal conductivity (k),the S.I unit is w/moh. Thermal 

conductivity (k) of some engineering materia:s varies with ·:he material 

temperature and moisture content. 

Hence, biological materials known to be non-homogeneous and of varying 

cellular structure, composition and air content wiU give variation in thermal 

conductivity for non-bio materi ... .Js. This property plays a ceutral role in heat 

propagation within a solid medium. 

2.1.5 Specific Heat 

The quantity of heat required to change the temperature of a unit mass of 

material by r1c is called the specific heat of the body. 

Cp Q 

P v 1\ J ['.t 

Cp = Specific heat J/Kg 

Y = Density Kg/m3 

." 

v = Volume m3 

------------------------. - ---- (4) 
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At = Temperature rise in 

Q = Quantity of heat in watts. 

This thermal property can be given either as specific constant volume (cv), 

or a specific constant pressure (Cp) depending 011 how heat i~~ stored in the 

materials. 

2.2 Techniques For Determining Thermal Conductivity lif Agricultural Products 

Systems for measuring thermal properties or gc'od produce have been 

reviewed and analysed by (Reidy and Rippen 1971). The analysis was limited to 

method for measurement of thermal conductivity. lZes·::arch han' S:~0wn that there 

are about ten (10) methods of measurement of thel\nal conductivity employed by 

various researchers for agricultural and bio~materjals (Mohsenir. J980). The 

available methods may be divided into two categories:-

1). Steady-state 

2). Unsteady state (Transient) 

Note that measurement of the thenna; c::)l1duc~ivity' Gf agricultural 

material is very difficult and error is subjected lh~ met:lous used. 

2.2.1 Ste~ldy State (Approximation Methods) 

There are three steady stat~ methods that are ernp!oyed (i) parallel plate 

(ii) concentric cylinders (iii) concentric spheres. 
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Parallel Plate: 

The parallel plate concentric cylinder and concentric spheres can fall either into 

longitudinal heat flow or radial heat flow methoris, 

Longitudinal Hcat Flow Methods: 

This makes use of the parallel plate, The parallel plate makes lise of guarded hot 

plates which is widely used for the measurement of thermai conductivity of poor 

conductors of heat is typical of this category; since t11.: raethod is most suitable for dry 

homogeneous specimen. 

Radial Heat Flow Method: 

This method involves the concentric cylinder and th::: ~oncentric sphe;'c. 

The radical heat flow methods are suitable for stab specimen!.:,: (viscons, semi-liquid or 

mud). The radical heat flow techniques are used for condl,ctivity meaS'.Il"ement vf loose, 

uncolidated. pO'v\der or granular materials. The detail 1l12Y entail the use of any co-axial 

cylinders with or without end guards and concentric sphe:'es \vith centr;li heating source. 

These are some of the earliest know method util ized in I,he rneasun mellt of thermal 

conductivity of grains (Mohsenin 1980). 

The source of error and techniques for minizing error have been analysed and 

discussed by Reidy and Rippen (1971). Tn gt:ncr~l these authors pointed out the 

advantages and disadvantages of this method. 

Advantages: ." 

1). Simple mathematical expression 

10 



2). Suitability of the methods for dehydrated food 

3). Errors can be minimized by use of reference material and the magi tude of error 

due to non-linear heat flow cannot evaluate for the parallc: plate method. 

Disadvantages 

1). These are not acceptable for foods with moisture content abnw 10% 

2). The time required for evaluation of thermal conductivity is v=ry long. 

3). An unmeasurable error due to contact resistance between the plate and product. 

4). Not all product have an acceptable geometry to fit in any of the mentioned 

method 

5). Heat loss that occur from the test apparatus is unac;~oun':t:d for. 

2.2.2 Non-Steady State Methods: 

Transient method for measurement ot lhermai conductivity of food 

includes all methods in which the temperature of i.hl;' product at a given location 

changes during the experiment. :'-cvc:ra! invl:stigawrs, illcluding hunnicz and 

fisher (1952), kopelman (1960), Dekerson hnd Vas n (55) have utlised a 

procedure which involved analysis of the product from lhe following equations 

reported by Onuachu (1992). 

Ao 

Ts 

-----------------------(5) 

Constant indicating th~ JitTerent temperatwe chang~.~ wid1 time. 
"" .. 

Temperature at the surface of the prlldl'ct. 

Thermal Diffusivity 

II 



R Resistance. 

It was assumed that the heating or cooling medium is moving over the 

product in a manner such that the convective heat transfer co-efficient is infinite. 

Transcent methods for measurement of thermal conductivity makes use of 

either a line heat source or one or more plane source of heat. In eIther category, 

the usual procedure is to apply a steady heat flux to the speciment which must 

have been in thermal equiIibrum initially', then the temperature rise at some points 

in the sample resulting from applied nux m\.!~,~ur\.:d. rhe aJvaniages includes the 

following. 

1). Less complicated 

2). Much simplier than the steady state mdhod 

3). The reduction in moisture coupling e1fects 

The techniques include the following: 

(1) Fitch method 

(2) Thermal Conductivity Probe 

(3) Line Heat Source Technique 

(4) Plane Heat Source Technique 

(5) Statistical Modeling 

(6) Frequency Response 

12 



(7) Packed bed analysis 

the techniques is further classified into 4 categ(iries~ 

(1) Fitch Method 

(2) Thermal Conductivity probe 

(3) Line Heat Source Technique 

(4) Others. 

Fitch Method 

Fitch Method is one of the me,st C01Yl!~10n ira:l"ient rllet\0~~':' applied to the 

measurement of thermal conductivity of poor C:(Jndu\..~t(,rs. T!l,; apparatus is 

available in a commercial form. Essentially it n~cliirc:~ 3hndwich' ng a regular 

cross section of the sample between the lwat source and sink. Babarusa (1986) 

using thermal conductivity of some Nigerian food .'Jatt"rials like yams, cassava, 

plantain and garii. Odogbolu (1977) compared Baba,'unsa's rC~l~!t with those 

obtained by Ezeima (1976) using thermal conJllctivily probe. In general the 

values obtained by the two techniques were v;ithir. range of agr;cuItural materials 

(Mohsenun 198G). 

Linc Hcat Source 

This technique utilizes a Sl)nstil~'lt he[!t somc,~' (In [,n intinitesimal diameter 

as a thin resistant wire. In using this technique, it "\\'ill br.: necessary 10 identify 

time and current values that allows for minimum heal loss to th.:: surrounding. A 

13 



maximum of ten minutes is that recorded for most raw materials (Kazaraim and 

Hall, 1965). Rao et al (1973) worked with potatoes and recommended the cutting 

of such into two halves before passing the wire and reclamping. Onuachu A. c. 

(1992) lIsed the line heat source to dekrmine the tho;!nnal conductivity of peeled 

and unpeeled plantain. He noted that moisture content was found to have a highly 

significant dTect on the plantain natures. And developed a prediction equation 

relating to the three plantain natl.!re. A!sc Nasiru I. S. U. t:?OOO) used the line heat 

source to determine the thermal conductivity of peeled <:!1d unpeel cassava. He 

noted that the thermal conductivity of cassava in the [utun; work. should include 

the peels (cover) cassava. So as to give roOI11 for (he ase of the composite 

equation in the determination of thermal conductivity of cassava and also it will 

allow the use of regression analysis in the determinaion of thermal conductivity. 

Thermal Conductivity Probe. 

This method involves the use of ci!";:ular cyltllder of a roaterial which has 

good thermal condicutivity, which can either be soEd ','lith a small need!.:: or 

hollow with a thick wall so that the radial temper~ti.lre differences in the probe is 

provided with a heater wire insulated over it's length and some means of 

measuring temperature at the center of its kngth. 

When measuring the thermal conductivity of a mal~rial, tht: probe is either 

buried in the'·external medium whose thermal .;onductivlty is being measured. 

14 



Such as in the case of granular materials, or inserted in a long hole in the case of 

solid materials. 

2.2.3. Other Methods 

These other method include: Plane Heat Source; S1ati::;t!cal Modeling 

(Mosheniul11 1980), frequency response (OUcn. 1974) and packed bed analysis 

(Luikor et all 1968). 

2.3.0 Factors Affecting Thermal Conductivity 

There are many factors on which the numerical vabes of thermal 

properties of agricultural or biological 111ateria;~ could depend. rlcse factors 

include chemical composition, physical structure, the state of the substance, 

temperature, density, moisture content a;1d gClldic faCl0rs. 

2.3.1 The State of the Material 

Explains the reason for lowe!' conductivity clf nOI1- homogenous 

materials. For example, solids with ai: pockets. thos'.' wiih wdl r:!efined cellular 

porosity or such air cells that cause heat to be transmitt.:d by free convection. 

2.3.2 Densitv and Particle Size Effect. 

The effect of bulk density on thermal condnctivity of unconsolidated food 

materials like" yam flour, rough milled rice and gmTi as reported by Makinde 

(1977) indicated that thermal conductivity incre(l~e wi:h increa~ing bulle density. 

15 



Jasansky and Bilansky (1973) worked on the effects of bulk d~nsity and particle 

of thermal properties of whole crushed and powdered soyc beans. They concluded 

the thermal conductivity increases with Bilanski and Fisher work with ground and 

whole rapseed (Bilanski and Fisher, 1976). 

Effect of Temperature 

The effect of temperature on thermal conductivity and specific heat cannot 

be over emphasized. For many structural materials paniculariy some metais, the 

relatioship is well pronounced. Nevertheless. thermal properties of a limited 

number of biological materials follows a metallic pattern (Mohsenin, 1980). 

Under experimental conditions, the temperature ciTed could be considered by 

taking the mean property between available "ahlcs at extremes of the expected 

temperature range. In other ll1stan(;~, distinct curves wcro;: obtained for 

temperature ranges. Earlier works reported by MuiJsenin (1980) indicated that for 

temperature of -40°c to -7°c typical specitic heat curves For fruit and vegetables 

vary from 004 to 3 .. 4]lkgOc. 

2.3.4 Effect of Moisture Content 

The effect of moisture content on thermal c~nductivity can iJe seen in two 

ways. One is to consider the boostering effects, moistun: has on thermal 

conductivity at a given moisture cOnle:11S due to Duffour's eff-::ct. Ihis coupling 

effect is brOllght about by moisture migration (Il:::':-;s transfer) w!1ich occurs only 

when temperature difference exists in a permeable moist, mediu:n. This effect, is 
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evaporation in the warm region and transmissicl1 of vapour by ditTusion to the 

cooler region. In most cases tranmission by conJition is largely this mechanism, 

which in addition to heat transfer by conduction is largely in the {()fill of a latent 

heat under such a condition. This phenomenon of moi.'>ture migration could result 

in exaggerated values of thermal conductivity of ~he material under test. Further 

investigation by mooted (1953) are confirmed by lY~ohsenin, review (Mohsenin 

1980). 

Secondly, the explanation by Mooted (! 953) is different from others. The 

investigation found out that the absorbed mu!cC'ules of water Ilia' .. not have the 

same degree of freedom of movement as liquid mokcules of water and therefore 

it cannot be assumed that also bedwater exhibit thermal. propeniec; as if it were 

liquid water but rather explained moistll!e mig~·atio.·1 during heating to be due to 

diffusion within the particles by Inter - changing moisture. The heat ·)f absorption 

which is acquired when other particles by (cool one) absorbed this moisture 

resulted in the hc«t transfer from the Cenlral aXl~' (c1rthcd wire fOll!l(1 inside the 

cylindcr. 

2.3.5 Other Factors 

There are variations of thermal conductivity \Vlth genetic factors deducted 

from the difference of thermal .:-onducti vity and otht:r th.~rmal prvperties values 

obtained froi'n various varieties of the same tr()jJ. T~l(; djffcr~nt values or 

regression lines obtained for yams (Odiagboh, J \)'78:" (-::orn, Ktrnei .qnd Wheat 
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(Kazarain and Hall, 1965) potatoes (Rao et al - 1975) confirmed this assertion. 

Similarly. deviation of regression equation for thermal conductivity and specific 

heat on moisture content for most agricultural materials from Ander~ons and 

Sibel's equation are suggesting that cbernicai composition of the lcst material 

might be a contributing factor. 

2.4 Mechanism of Heat Conduction 

By the well known fourier's first law, tht, rate of heat transfer by 

conduction through a substance under steady SlZlh; l.Onditicn :~ directly 

proportional to the temperature gradient, dl/clx ~mrl the cross-~;ectional area, the 

path A. through: 

q KA dt/dx 

Where X distance through th~ conducting medium 

K A proportionality ,:onstant t;a[!ed the thermal cliGductivity 

of the material 

Fourier's differential equation of temperature in a soid body is derived from the 

law of conservation of energy for a differential element by considering molecular 

transport and internal generation only in cases involving lii!stead~' state condition. 

The resultant expression in cylindrical co-ordinalt: system is he qL:tion below tor a 

given temperature range in which the thermal condlictivity is assll!ncd constant. 

-------------- 6 
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Where 

R 

e 

z 

= (r,2,0) 

radial distance 

Azumuth angle 

axial distance 

To apply the above equation to rice straw and guinea corn stalk. The following 

simplified assumptions were made viz. 

1. Thermal Conductiity IS constant with certain temperature range, room 

temperature. 

2. Thermal conductivity IS constant when each componenet heat flow IS 

radial 

3. Tbe guinea corn stalk and rice straw arc not g~nerating bl::at or their own 

internally. 

4. Only radial temperature gradient exist 

5. The guinea corn stalk and rice straw are opaque and temperature variation 

is minimal so radiant heat transfer through the solid can be neglected. 

6. Guinea Corn Stalk and rice stra\\.' are of solid part and hence the principal 

mode of energy transfer is assumed to be by lIwlecular transport. 

The Principle of the line heat source considers the application of heat from 

an infinitely ·'long heat sourace of constant strength and infintesimal diameter 

embedded in an infinite homogenous medium, which initially is thermal and in 
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equilibrum with the surrounding. The heat 110w ii·om thel ine heat source through 

the guinea corn stalk and rice straw can be obtained from the equation below thus: 

Where 

dt 
de ( 1 ~(r. dt)) 

t>< r dr dr 
or 

1 dt 1 dt d2t ---------------- 7 
--==--+-
t><. de r dr dr2 

(>< = Thermal diffusivity of the material under this condition the energy 

~ now is radial with longitudinal com.ponent being llegligible. 

The solution to the equation above for the temperature line terms of the 

characteristics of the test material is quoted by Kazarian and Hall (: 965) 

q (in (rn)) ------------------------8 

21Tk 

Where q = constant strength line heat source. 

n = % C>< G 

The function In (rn) is given by: 

In (rn) = A - In (rn) + (rn)2 
2 

Where A is a constant. 
.,. 

----------------------9 

For small values of r, the terns in the second and higher powers of rare 

negligible. 
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Then In (rn) = A - In (rn) 

and equation t = ~ (in (rn» 
2TIk 

t = ~ (A - In (rn» ----------------------) 0 
411'1< 

In order to make r sufficitrltly small it would be that the thermocouple hot 

junction is kept sufficiently close to the line heat source WIre This could be 

achieved by using a layer of plastic cello tape to cover the hoi. jUl1(;llon before 

passing the heater wire. 

The temperature rise is between G I and () 2 ~s gIven by substituting 

for n into the equation below: 

2TIk 

= q (A - In (r) + in C I ,I ---·------------~----11 

2 

21Tk 

Treating 12 in a similar way and simplirying we have: 

~ 1n(B2 / Bl ) 

4nk 

Where t 1 = temperature at time B I. The equa~ion ab,'we no longer contains 

thermal diffusivity or the distance from the heat source. This cquatioll is often 
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used in determining the thermal conductivity of a mediui11 by it the subject of the 

equation, thus: 

(111 8 2 I 8 1) 

t2 - tl ) 

---------- ------- 12 

The thermal conductivity is then obtained from measured quantities of q, 

G), G 2, t), and t2- Biological materials exhibits severai properties that complicate 

the US\2 of the line heat source techniques. 

These properties includes: 

(1) Heterogeneous and anis tropic prupenil's 

(2) The presence of pore spaces 

(3) Latent heat migration due to evaporation in the pores (DufloUf effect). 



! 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 Materials ~lOd Methology 

~ 

3.1.1 Matedals Used 

(1) Guinea Corn Stalk 

(2) Rice Straw 

(3) 24 - Gau~e Nichrome Wave 

(4) Rheostat 

(5) Ammeter 

, 
(6) Ruler or Vernier Caliper 

(7) 12 Volt Battery 

.. 
(8) Switch 

(9) Screw bolts 

(10) Stop watch #I 

(11 ) Box 

(12) Potentiometer 

l 
(13) Stop watch". 

~ 

(14) Cello tupe 

I 
(15) Ice Block 

(16) Beaker (container) 

(17) Knife:"'" 
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The figure (1) shows the line heat source apparatus for determining the thermal 

conductivity of guinea corn stalk and rice straw n a schematic forr .•. 

A The frame of the base of the apparatus is made from plywood of three 
• 

inches long and two inches width. While the box which houses the material to be 

t4ested has a length of 25cm and breadth of 25cm. Two long adjustable screw 

bolts are screwed into opposite sides of the hox. The end of the screw bolts are 

attached with each detachable batterns. The guinea corn stalk and rice straw are 

held hetween the two screw bolts with the det:.lchaDle batterns. 

3.2.0 Procedures 

Test Apparatus 

The arrangement ensure that the heater 'V:tS ':l)mpletely in hetween the 

bunch of rice straw and guine(l. Gori1 stalk. The nichrome resistance heater was 

soldiered to two copper leads and stretched out ro the opposite er..ds of the box. 

An automobile battery was used to :.;uppiy pmVCi" t.) th.:: heakr wire. The 

current across the load is read directly hom a ·..;cnsj!iv~ amrnekr. A 24 Guage 

covered copper Constantine thermocoule was ~mployed to measure the 

temperature. A portable potentiometer (0) (Digital by ALDA CORP JAPAN 

MODEL ADV830B was used for the multi indicatir.n. 

3.2.2 Standard of Test Apparatus 

White' potatoes and plantain (peeled) for p:-ecision and accuracy of the 

thermal conductivity of potatoes and unpeeled plantain wheat llew is parallel to 
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them was achieved by amking replications of expel'irnents on plantain and white 

potatol:s. For each set of value of the materia! to be tested way cut int:.> two halves 

with a knife. The diameters and lengths wer~ measured. The heat~r was placed in 

between the two equal halves. The hot junction of the thermocouple was inserted 

into one ned of the test material to observe the temperature rise. While the cold 

region (ice region). The difference in temperature brings abollt the rise in 

temperature. 

About two to five minutes was allowed for the ~;ystem to equilibrate before 

power source i~ switched on. The readings was taken at flnlf a minute intervals for 

five minutes. Five minutes was preferred due to the electrical proerties of 

copper/Constantine which were used for the cu.:,:.ruction of the tlwrmocouple. 

The junctions of the thermocou~i~ WQS silvered :;oJdcrcd to ensure good thermal 

contact. It was also noticed that theft" vvould he no appreciable lemperature rise at 

the boundary and it also fit a semi log graph. This standardization procedure was 

followed by IJABO (1984). 

3.2.3 Preliminary Test with Rice Straw and Guinea Corn Stalk 

Already harvested rice straw was taken f;'om the farm !I~ Bosso. While 

Guin-:<I corn stalk was taken ti'om another l~ml1 in l'vhlipa. 

3.2.4 Experimental Procedures 

Rice 'straws of a reasonable quantity 'was lie::l toseth~T wilh the help of 

paper cello tape to form a bunch. The Guinea Cf)rll :;talk \)f abo'.lt lOcrn long was 
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used. The heater wave was put in the rice straw bunch, and the same was done for 

the guinea corn stalk. 

The circuit in figure (1) was cOllf!.ected to a sample of rice straw bunch and 

guinea corn stalk. The temperature diff::rtncc bow,:en the cold and hot junction 

will rwm\~I~T ll1t' temperature rise. And this ;~; po~;sible o!lly when the junctIon is 

maintaincd at a Ind known temperature. Usually. melting icc is llsed to 

provide the temperature at OOe. 

The thermocouple in figure (2) is made Ill) :)f t\,,·u juncl;0ns, the hot and 

cold. The hot junction is inselied complelely in ice contained in ? beaker. The 

variation of potential difference was noticed and n;2d from the I"lO(t;!1tiometer at an 

interval time of (thirty seconds) in millivolts. ',"his reaciing is theli converted to 

temperature llsing the relation TOc = 2.16 + 23.~~ (n,v) whei"e mv = potential 

dift"crcncc. 

Note that the two junctions are well sCI';,.·a1t::l~ Hnd the two wire (copper 

and Const,~ntine) making each junction not to tOL!'1Cr. each othl"~ oatside the ice or 

hot junction. Because any other point will r~:.;~llt to Gl1oth~r therrDoccupJe junction 

whose temperature is unknown. 

The temperature of both thermocouple .Junc:ions a!"'~ firs! noted before the 

power is switched on. The tcmp~"atLl[(~ readings ii'oill the potentiometer in 

millivolt are taken down at sixty =:ec,mds ldr the tirsl ;j 1ne <lii..! thirty seconds 

interval for the five minutes. 

Atter"'the whole exercise, the final weigh~ of the rice strdw an.:.! guinea corn 

stalk were taken by the use of a sensitive digital wei2,hing machine. 
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3.3.0 Copper/Constantine 

Copper Constantine was used. These two metals have very high thermal 

conductivity. The thermal condu(;livity of (;0ppl'r i:, about 38/hN/moc (Neikon and 

Parker). Constantine is a copper - nickel alloy. 

i\ copper lead (copper extension win~ was used (1) connect one end of the 

line heater to an ammeter. These copper leads Wilh their characleristics high 

thermal conductivities together with the line heater from the l:eating element of 

the equipment also the electrical properties uf copper/Constantine in making the 

thermocouple whose junctions were silvered soldered to ensure good thermal 

contact. The difference in electrical potential gen.~rated the junctions of these two 

metals vary with the temperature differ-:;nc~ bctwcl:n -,.i1C junction. 

It was felt safer to use line heatC! capable of heating the agricultural 

product to a temperature not exceeding 5 Soc durillg lhe tlme of the testmg. This is 

because if the temperature exceeds 55°(' there wi!1 IJC boo,>tering cfft'ct. Thus the 

line heater was designed to be powen~d by a 10\\ vo:.tage (D.·~'.) power supply of 

12 volts. 

The heater wire used was 8cm long. Thisis so becr,use the waterials to be 

tested have a distance around 10cm long whIch '-" ill along a short distance for heat 

transfer from one end of the materials to the other. The resistance was 4800hms. 

So, the resistance R is calculated as shown: 

8cm long heater wire = 0.08m 

R, 0.08 x 43 = 3.440hm 
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3.4.0 Heating element and heat generation 

Nichrome wire has a negligible change of resistance with temperature 

changes. Hence, it was used as an electrical h~ating of guinea (:orn stalk and rice 

straw was prefened for the circuit set up because it was felt that the rate of 

heating would be fast and tune of heating short. 

The lise of nichrome wire as a heat gene!·ator was ;:.ls') c,ased on ~he fact that: 

1. The precision of electrical control can easily be applied to the transfer of 

heat. 

2. Uniformly of temperature within a relati vel)' Garrow units is readily 

attained. 

3. Heat development does ll()l involve cornbil~atjon. 

4. There is no upper limit to t}lc ten:pcrature obttlincd except th\;" ability of 

the test material to withstand the neat. 

5. There is a fast respone and safet)' whei~ .1 teSt is to be suppijed by a low 

voltage direct current (D.C.) source. 

6. There have good working conditions. 
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CIIAPTEI{ FOUR 

4 0 Results and Discussion of Result 

~ I I Calculation of the thelmal conducti\'it\ b~ the lise of potentiometcr rcadings The 

material t(H" lest \\ as a bUllch of rice stra\\ and the physical and tcst descriplion 

rccurdcd helow 

Test Dale 

I,ength 

Diameter of Sample 

CUllent Strength 

\\'eight of Sample 

l"lKalion ufThelmoClluple 

:; 1" '\(l\ emher, 2()1)() 

JOcm 

I amp 

I. 2)~ 

:\t boundary of sample 

The polentiometer I eadings are cOll\erled ttl tcmperature with thc rclation, 

Tempcrature lie 2, I h 121 :; (nl\') 

Whcre T 'Temperature in degree centigrade 

\' e III r inmilli\olt" 

,"\,) 



Table I. Potentiomete." readings for I{ice Straw 

SINo. Time I'utentiomcter TOe ~: 2 16' 23 4 (111\,) TOc Rise 
readings 

I 00 o 7<J 2049 000 

2 In () x I 20 ():' 046 

.., 
1 5 () fC 21 IX 069 .' 

"' 
20 () X4 2 I 65 1.16 

5 2 5 () X() 21 II 162 

6 ~ 0 o R7 22 34 I 85 

7 ~ 5 () X() 2281 209 

R 40 () <)() 2.> 04 2 56 

9 45 I) C) 1 23 27 297 

10 :' () () IJ.' 23 7·l ~ 24 

The time versus temperature was plotted on a semi log scale Itlr the above test The 

follo\ving informat ion \\ as obtained from the semi log scale graph 

Temperature rise at the 6'" minutc L 0= -' 43 11c 

Tcmperature rise at the 1 1: minute t, . II ';25 c 

The heat required q 1'1{ 

R- total resistance or heater \\ ire 

Length or heater \\ire Rcm· /) ORIll 

I{ -430hms 

Rc ((J08 x 41) nhms 
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Table 2 Poh'ntiomrter I{eading for Guinra Corn Stalk 

SINo Time 1'01 enl il 111leter r'c -="' 2 16 -+ 2.~·t (Ill\) Tne Rise 
readings 

I ()( ) () l-{·t 216" 000 

.., In () X:' 21 RX 023 -
, I :' I) Xll 22 II (146 , 

-
,I 2 () o XX 22 ~h 1)91 

., 2 :' () <)fI 23. (J·t 1.39 

() 3 fI o ql 2327 162 

7 ... . 
" :- o ();:: 23 50 I 8S 

R 4() o 9~ 2397 209 

9 4 :' o l).j 23 97 .., "'7 _ ,'-
10 :'\0 o 0" 2443 278 

The time verSlis lelllperature \\as plotted on semi log scale for the ahove test. The 

fllllo\\ing informatilln \\as obtained frum the semi log scale graph 

Temperaturc risc at the 6 th minulc I.' =: .'-20nc 

Tcmperature rise at thc I I i minute II .. OAS"c 

Thc heal rcquired q "'1{ 

\\'here R is the tutallesislance llfheatl'1' wirl' knglh of heater \\ire. Rcm -::- 008m 

R·· ,nuhms 

R ' (() (IS \; -t.1) uhms 

. (/111(1 ~ i 'I ) I: I< 111(1 ~ / (I ) 

f,. = :Lr-(' J;-j J; ) = - '~J7( ~; /-i; ) . 
/ 
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· If 11l(1 = I 'I ) /2 U III ( (~ I (I ) 
A. = - .--. = 

4,7 ( J; I J; ) 4,7 ( J; " I; ) 

4.1.2 Calculation of Thermal Conduct ivity by the use of the potentiometer readings. 

The materials for the test i" a "icce of guinea corn stalk and the physical and test 

dcscript ion recO! tied heh l\\ 

Test Date ~(l'h I)ecembl'r, 200t) 

Length of Sample IOem 

Diameter of Sample 

Current Strength I I amp 

\\' eight of Sample 

Location oftherl1lPcouple :\t boundary of sample 

The potentiometer readings ,Ire cOI1\'crtl'd to temperature with the relation 

Temperature"c ~ 1(, I~-, ~ (111\' 

Where I Telllperalun' in degll'e Cl'llligrade 

\' l'm r in milli\olh 
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K = l.12 (43 X 0.08) In (6/1.5) = 0.1670 w/muc 

4n (3.20 - 0.45) 

Table 3 shows the thermal conductivity of rice straw nature test on 21 st 

November 2000. 

SINo Thermal I Moist 

I Conlel Conductivity 

(w/moc) 

1 0.1301 18.5°A, 

2 0.1400 26.4% 

ure--fRice Straw I Rice Straw 

1t 1 Length I Diameter 
. I 
I I 

I I ------r-----------t-
, 10 I 3.6 
I I 

----t----------·--t-j -
, 10 ,3.6 
I ' I I 

-I 
'"I 0.1311 2l.8% J 

Mean 0.1337 21.8% 

-

I I - --T-------+--------

-k~----+: 6 __ _ 
I 10 : J.ll 

____ J ___________ L ___ -----l 

Table 4 shows the thermal conductivity of Gainea Corn Stp.lk r::lture t,~Sl 

on December lIth 2000. 

SINo Thermal Moistur ~-----i Gl~in~---T Gui~ea Corn 

Conductivity Content 

(w/moc) I 
i 
I 

----
I 0.1597 25.42% 

i I 

I Corn Stalk I Stalk 
i I 
i LeLgth j Diameter 

___ J _________ --L ____ -j 
I [0 I ~ ,.., 
I i 2._ 

2 0.1570 20.11% 

--
Mean 0.1583 22.72% 

I i -----riO -----T2.0--

------h-o-------h~.l 
___ ~i __________ 1 _____ ---' 
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Table 5 shows the Thermal Conductivity of Guinea Corn Stalk test on 

20th December 2000. 

SINo Thermal I Moisture 

Conductivity 
I 

Content 

(w/mllc) 

1 0.1670 32.60% 

--1 Guinea I Guinea Corn 

I I I Com StalK I Stalk 

j l.r:ngth (em) I Diameter 

t_~_~:_(_c_m_). ___ -l 

i 10 1
2.2 

I , , 0.1620 29.26% 110-- I 2.2 

.--., 
0.1573 21.20% J 

4 0.1530 17.29%. 

Mean 0.1598 25.0l)% 

.-~- ---

-tw---iu----
-i-l)-·--t~)-.2 ----1 

. --+--.----h)---------i 
! 10 I ..... _ 

____ J ______ >-'-.1 __ _ 

I 

~ 

4.2 Discussion of Results 

It can be seen from table 1 and t?blo:' 2 the mathematical way of 

determining the thermal condudlvity oj ricc st1":lW and guinea C0rn stalk. The 

results for both was validated on the test carried (Jut on \vhite potato and unripe 

peeled plantain which corresponded with established value:, from literatures. 

Different values for the thermal cOndlll!ivity of rice straw in table 3. 

While table 4 and table 5 for guinea corn stalk was ni)tie\~d based on different 

moisture content. Table 3 shows the higher the moisture content higher thermal 

conductivity for rice straw from 18.5% to 20.5% and 26.4~';) moistme content with 

thermal conductivity of 0.1301 w/mllc. For Table 4, the moisture content of 
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25.42% and 20.11 % with thermal conductivity of 0.1597 w/moc. For guinea corn 

stalk of different sample material. While Table 5 shows moisture contents of 

17.29%, 2l.20%, 29.26% and 32.60% with thermal conductivity of 0.1530 w/moc, 

0.1530 w/moc, 0.1620 w/moc and 0.1670 w/m'\:: Cor a singk sample of guinea corn 

stalk. It can he seen that the values for all tahles, ti1C thermal conductivity 

increases with increase in moisture content. The ircrease in thermal conductivity 

due to increase in moisture content is possible because there is more liquid in the 

materials and this liquid aids the transportation '~}r mO\'eIl1en~ of current or heat. 

Liquids can conduct current or heat and the 111 01C the liquids the higher the 

amount of conouction of heat or current. This is v\lIi:,' th(~ higher moisture content 

the higher the thermal conductivity. 

The plot of thermal conductivity of gumca :U!'!i stalk ro~ only one sample 

at di1ferent moisture content fOI taok ). /\nd Ihe pied. cf thermal conductivity of 

different sample of rice straw against moistur;;: (omen1 fo.: table S. Both produced 

a ncar linear graph showing increase ic mnislui'C cement lead!'1g to increase in 

thermal conductivity. 

The semi log graph shows the relntionship bdwee!1 temperature rise 

against time taken to evaluate the temperatllle va:ues to bt: used for the 

mathematical calculation of thermal conductivity. 

Temperature can be seen as an expressiun uf therma; cO!iductivity. This 

shows a steady increase in temperature ,ise over tlm~ interval observed This is an 

indication of-the mean thermal conductivity bl.:cn a unity for each rice straw and 

guinea corn stalk. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 CONCLUSTION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 Conclusion 

This study involving the deterrninat!Ol1 or the thermal conC:uctivity of rice 

straw and guinea corn stalk has followed ~ procedure which is reproducible in 

measuring the thermo-physical properties includes, :he chemical composition of 

air pockets, moisture content and nature of cells arr,mgcments. 

The thermal conductivity val~ICS or llm:l~ rice straws components, two 

guinea cornstalk components and one guilwi.~ corn stulk CDIT,po'1ent'i were found 

to be significantly different with variations in moisture taken into consideration. 

The thermal conductivity values of all the testeLl samplt's l'lr material components 

studied were found to be hghly signigicant. The average value of the thermal 

conductivity and moisure content for rice straw vvas 0.1337 w/mDc an,1 21.8%, for 

dilTercnt samples of guinea corn stalk was O.15~~, w/m"c and 22.72l/0 and for only 

one guinea corn sample was 0.1598 and 25.09%. It can be seen that moisture 

content was found to have a highly significant effect on the vaiues of the thermal 

conductivity of tested natures. 

The plot of tune against temperature nSt~ WDS to evaluate the effect of 

moisture content of rice straw :.nd gllinea C()rn ~talk And a plot of thermal 

conductivily""against moisture produced a resuh of linear and near linear graph 
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which confirms the increase In moisture content to Increase If1 thermal 

condllcti vit)'. 

5.2 Recommendations 

Presen1ed below are some suggestions for fllnn",: work: 

(i) The determinant of the thermal conductivity of guinea corn stalk with corn 

stalk to allow for comparison. 

(ii) Using the guidelines and specification outlined in this work. Confirmatory 

experiments can be further done regarding thut thb work is reproducible. 

This will help provide similar compari~ol1. 

(iii) To measure the thermal conductivity or 1hl~ same materials using diHi.:rent 

methods to compare the results of this to another method. 
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APPENDIX A 

Table Al 
Potentiometer readings of Internal thermocouple in millivolts fo rthe dett;nnination of the 

. thermal conductivity of rice straw. 
Rice Straw 
Test date 21-11-2000. Test dale 21-11-2000. 
Sample diameter 
§~mph? length 
Weight 
Current Used 

== 3.6em 
IOctn 
13.64g 
lamp 

HHillpltil dial11etlilr 
Sample length 
Weight o[sampk 
Current Used 

3.6cm 
IOcm 
13.56g 
lamp 

Time(mins) 
o 

Pot~ntiometer (mv) 
0.93 

Potentiometer (mv) 
0.89 

1 0.96 0.90 
1.5 0.96 0.92 
2.0 0.97 0.93 
2.5 0.98 0.94 
3.0 0.99 0.95 
3.5 1.01 0.97 
4.0 1.02 0.98 
4.5 1.03 0.99 
5.0 1.05 1.00 

Moisture Content 26.4% Moisture Content 20.5% 
Table A2 
Potentiometer readings of Internal thermocouple in lEillivolts for the determination of the 
thermal conductivity of guinea corn stalk. 

Test date 21-12-2000. Test date 21-12-201)8. Test date 21-12-2000. 
Sample dia. = 2.2cm Sample di::L = 2.:2cno Sanlpie dia. = 2.2cm 
Sample length = 10em Sample leI I~th = I Oem Sall~ple 1ength= 10cm 
Weight = 15.55g Weight = lJ.9()g Weight = 13.30g 
Current Used ==1.1 amp Current Used =1.1 amp Curr~nt Used=I.1amp 

Time 
(mins) Potentiometer Potentiorndcc Potentiometer 
0.0 0.80 0.70 0.64 
1.0 0.81 0.72 0.65 
1.5 0.82 U.~'4 0.66 
2.0 0.83 0.75 :).68 

2.5 0.84 0.'76 0.69 
3.0 0.85 0.78 0.71 
3.5 0.87 . 0.80 0.72 
4.0 0.88 ." 0.81 0.73 
4.5 0.90 0.82 0.74 

5.0 0.91 0.84 0.76 
M.C =29.26% M.C = 21.20% M.e. = 17.29% 
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Table A3 
Potentiometer readings converted to temperature with relation TOc = 2.16 + 23.2 (mv) for 
rice straw . 

. Replications 
Tune (mins) 2 
0.00 23.74 22.81 
1.00 24.43 23.04 
1.50 24.43 21.50 
2.00 24.66 23.74 
2.50 24.90 23.97 
3.00 25.13 24.20 
3.50 25.60 24.66 
4.00 25.82 24.90 
4.50 26.10 25.13 
5.00 26.52 25.36 

Table A4 
Potentiometer readings converted to temperature with rebtions TOc = 2.16 -i- 23.2 (mv) 
for guinea corn stalk. 
Replications 
Time (mins) 
0.00 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
2.50 
3.00 

20.72 
20.95 
21.18 
21.42 
21.65 
2l.88 

2 
18.40 
18.87 
19.33 
19.56 
19.79 
20.26 

17.0 I 
17.1-l 
17.47 
17.94 
18.19 
18.63 

3.50 22.34 20.72 18.&6 
4.00 n.57 20.95 19.10 
4.50 23.04 21.18 lC).33 
5.00 23.'27 21.65 19.79 

Table A5 
Potentionmeter radings given as temperature rise above amhient for rice straw 
Replications 
Time (min) 1 2 
0.00 0.00 0.00 
1.00 0.69 0.23 
1.50 0.69 0.69 
2.00 0.92 0.93 
2.50 1.16 1.16 
3.00 1.39 1.39 
3.50 -'" 1.86 1.85 
4.00 2.08 2.09 
4.50 2.36 2.32 
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5.00 2.76 2.55 

Table A6 
Potentiometer readings given as temperature rise above ambient for guinea corn stalk. 
Replications 
Time (mins) 
0.00 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
2.50 
3.00 
3.50 
4.00 
4.50 
5.00 
Data Bank 

1 
0.00 
0.23 
0.46 
0.70 
0.93 
1.16 
1.62 
1.85 

2.55 

2 
0.00 
0.47 
0.93 
1.16 
1.39 
1.86 
2.32 
2.55 
2.78 
3.25 

3 
0.00 
0.23 
0.46 
0.93 
1.18 
1.62 
1.85 
2.09 
2.78 
3.25 

The thermal conductivity of white potato with a mean ,,\eight 263g al1d mean moisture 
content of 68%. 
Replications Thermal Conductivity (w/m "e) 
1 0.5330 
2 0.5410 
3 0.5600 
Mean = 1.634 = 0.5447w/moc 

,., 
.J 

The thermal conductivity. value obtained from literatl!:'c was 0.552 w/moc by Rao et al 
(1975). This corresponds with values obtaiued ii'0111 the experiment 
The thermal conductivity of unripe peeled p!ailtain with l1:ean d~l13ity 953kg/m3 and 
mean moisture content of 64%. 
Replications Thermal Conductivity 
1 0.2868 
2 0.3071 
3 0.2887 
Mean = 0.8826 = 1.2942 w/moc 

,., 
.J 

The thermal conductivity value obtained from literature wa'i 0.2742 w/moc by Onuachu. 
A. C. (1992). This corresponds with the values obtained 1i'om the experiments. 
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. Plate 1 Photograph showing the experimental set up . 
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,Plate 2 Photograph showing the speciman during testing. 


